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Abstract. Data taxonomy facilitates data valuation. The origin-based data taxonomy contains four types of data (provided, observed, derived and inferred) and 10 subcategories. In this paper, we report the results of multivocal literature around the origin-based data taxonomy. The review results are used to refine the definitions of the types of data when to figure out data valuation within health care. Furthermore, we exemplify how the types of data can be recognized in health care (e.g., patient medication, alerting about risk patients, patient logistics, remote monitoring) to realize data valuation based on the proposed data taxonomy around the types of data.
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1. Introduction

Regulations and industry codes or practices have implications on types of data. For example, four types of data (provided, observed, derived and inferred) and their subcategories [1] increase awareness both data sources and processing possibilities. However, sectoral regulation data can be derived and inferred, for example, from browsing histories or credit card data [2].

There is a tension between the repurposing of data and the generation of new types of data [3]. Furthermore, organizations should be able to describe “the purposes for processing and, where necessary, its legitimate interests” [4]. Data valuation begins with the identification and classification of data [5]. In this paper, we report the results of multivocal literature around the origin-based data taxonomy [1]. The review results are used to refine the definitions of the types of data (Section 2) when to figure out data valuation with examples of health care (Section 2.4).

2. Types of data

The origin-based types of data (i.e., data taxonomy or data categories) has been written in the name of the Information Accountability Foundation [1] and used as the background paper of OECD Expert Roundtable Discussion [6]. Our multivocal review (two scientific articles [7,8], one non-scientific paper [4], one book [9], and one presentation [10]) raised examples and definitions of the origin-based data taxonomy:
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• Derived and inferred data (e.g., susceptibility to a particular disease, life expectancy) affect data collection and creation by ongoing processing [7].

• Ownerships of data are not clear – over provided data (“created by direct actions taken by the user”) rights belong to the users, over observed data, derived data (“information the generated mechanically by performing transformations or operations on other data”), and inferred data (“the product of a probability based analytic process”) rights might belong to providers [8].

• Data capture categories based on awareness of individuals [9]: when provided (e.g., filled applications, vote and warranty registrations, drive or carry a gun licenses) then individuals are highly aware, when casually observed (e.g., recorded clicks and phones, engine temperatures and tire pressures of cars, traffic camera pictures, recorded movements) then individuals might be partly aware, when derived (e.g., time-on-page, labeled individuals) then individuals are not aware how observed and provided data are manipulated, when inferred (e.g., recommendations, less or more likely to do something) the individuals are not aware because of analytical evaluations.

• Provided data is “consciously given by individuals”, observed data is “recorded automatically”, derived data is “produced from other data in a relatively simple and straightforward fashion”, and inferred data based on probabilities to “find correlations between datasets and using these to categorize or profile people” [4].

• The level of personal awareness is the highest against provided data and the lowest against inferred data. The need for independent oversight is the lowest against provided data and the highest against inferred data [10].

We use entities of their representatives to illustrate either individual or some other identifiable thing (e.g., robot). The entities or their representatives can be in relationships with data controllers that are accountable of recorded consequences. The consequence is an outcome of an event by the entity or its representative. Four types of data – observed (Section 2.1), provided (Section 2.2), inferred (Section 2.3), and derived (Section 2.4) – have subcategories and examples.

2.1. Observed data

When intermediate actions and actors are observed and recorded automatically, then entities or their representatives are in relationship with data controllers. Especially, the Internet of Things (IoT) devices are sources of observed data [4]. There are three subcategories of the observed data [1] – engaged, not anticipated, and passive.

Engaged data. Identifiable observations have been made aware at some points of time. Data describing patient status and based on human measurement (weight) or observations (fever and the sore throat) represent the engaged data on the health care domain.

Not anticipated data. Sensorial data elements might pertain to entities or their representatives. For examples, sensors in cars and mouse movements on the screen [1].

Passive data. Situational data might pertain to entities or their representatives. For example, call logs and facial images from closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras [1].
2.2. Provided data

Entities or their representatives are highly aware. There are three subcategories of the provided data [1] – initiated, transactional, and posted.

*Initiated data.* Some actions may have recorded consequences that are publicly available a long time. For example, when entities completed in a profession requiring approval by the authority, then data are available from public records of licenses or rights. Some actions might not affect consequences that are publicly available a long time.

*Transactional data.* Entities or their representatives are clearly and knowingly identifying themselves. Some actions may have recorded consequences that are publicly available a long time. For example, there are many public records having details of the entities and their representatives as well their efforts. Some actions might not affect consequences that are publicly available a long time. For example, inquiries and surveys responded to [1].

*Posted data.* Actions are recorded consequences that might be publicly available a long time. For example, social network postings are expressions seen or heard by others [1].

2.3. Inferred data

Characterizations and likelihoods are produced through probability-based analytic process. There are two subcategories of the inferred data [1] – statistical and advanced analytical.

*Statistical data.* Characterizations are produced emphasizing models and their precision the definition of which is “closeness of agreement between independent test/measurement results obtained under stipulated conditions” [11].

*Advanced analytical data.* Likelihoods of future outcomes and their accuracy (i.e., the proximity of measurement results to the true value) are produced. In general, the word “likelihood” refers to the chance of something happening [12]. Abrams [1] gave examples as the risk of developing disease based on multi-factor analysis and college success prediction based on big data analysis at age 9.

2.4. Derived data

New data elements are derived mechanical fashion from other data. Entities or their representatives are in relationship with data controllers. There are two subcategories of the derived data – computational and notational [1].

*Computational data.* New data elements are created “through arithmetic process executed on existing numeric elements” [1].

*Notational data.* New data elements are created by classifying entities “as being part of a group based on common attributes shown by members of the group” [1].

Types of Data within Functional Domains

Functional domains represent “categorized functions generally used together” [13]. Health care functional domains can be derived, for example, from health care data sources [14] and enterprise architecture (EA) business elements and business domains [15]. Furthermore, health care has own taxonomies [16]. We exemplify data usage statements around health care functional domains as follows:
- **Patient medication and risk patient alerting**: The doctor writes an electronic prescription to the ePrescription center (transactional data) for the patient having fever and sore throat (notational data) as well as a positive cultivation sample (engaged data) fitting the tonsillitis (derived data). Before writing the penicillin prescription for bacterial infection (derived data) the doctor gets alert regarding on patient allergy to penicillin (notational data).

- **Patient logistics**: There are problems (derived data) in the operating room (OR) to get the first patients of the day (notational data) in scheduled time to the OR (observed data). The problem settlement highlights that patients coming from the ward have to wait the elevators (transactional data) for a long time (derived data).

- **Remote monitoring**: Patients treated at home have specific aid to improve the quality of life and safety. Home care staff register during the visit (notational data) the observation results (engaged data). A patient weight is measured with the bed scales (observed data), the physical activity with movement sensors (passive data) and the food is provided with the nutrition automat (passive data). The central alerting unit gets the message about patient general condition worsening (inferred data) based on the decreasing weight (derived data), the decreased physical activity (derived data) and the worsening appetite (derived data).

There are transparency requirements, i.e. pipelines from raw data (i.e., observed and provided data) to insights (i.e., derived and inferred data) have to be transparent and even checked by the regulators. Therefore, trueness of the insights have to verify step by step. Furthermore, derived and inferred data can be used to support one another. For example, evaluating measurement data (i.e., observed and provided data) the statistical data (e.g., mean, range, and standard deviation) are adapted to derive calculated values of the indicators (i.e., computational data), or identifying behavioral unknown entities to which the actions should be targeted (i.e., advanced analytical data) the notational data (e.g., labeled datasets) are used and produced when behavioral known entities are classified.

During data lifecycles, the types of data follow each other in a more cyclic than random manner. Observed or provided data are derived or inferred for actionable insights – the calculations or computations of the actionable insights are evaluated, and modified if necessary, based on observed or provided data.

### 3. Discussion

It is not straightforward to tag data usage statements by the types of data. The substance knowledge is crucial. However, the tagging might be easier if we have categories for usage. In future, we will compare other data taxonomies such as ISO/IEC 19944:2017 [17] with the origin-based data taxonomy. For example, there are six data use categories (advertise, improve, personalize, provide, upsell, and share) [17].

We realized that the origin-based types of data (i.e., data taxonomy or data categories) [1] have been even redefined. However, there are need for explicit definitions. Therefore, we partly redefine the types of data.

The data taxonomies increase the data valuation. Furthermore, the types of data will clarify the senses of data processing purposes by data controllers or processors. For
example, there are more than half a million registered data controllers by the Information Commissioner’s Office [18] - most of them process even sensitive classes of information and they describe purposes for processing information in general level.
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